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Scene Partner® Adds Thirteen New Dramatists Play Service
e-Scripts™ – Featuring Pulitzer Prize Winners Quiara Alegría
Hudes and John Patrick Shanley
MyTheaterApps.com Announces Immediate Availability of Thirteen New e-Scripts™ from
Dramatists Play Service, Including 2012 Pulitzer Prize Winner WATER BY THE
SPOONFUL. Other e-Scripts Include STOREFRONT CHURCH the New Play from
Pulitzer, Tony and Academy Award Winner John Patrick Shanely.
Norwalk, CT, June 5, 2013 – Thirteen new e-Scripts™ from Dramatists Play Service, have been
added to the growing library of titles available on the Scene Partner® WebStore for use in the
Scene Partner App. Resulting from the worldwide e-Script
agreement between Dramatists Play Service and
MyTheaterApps.com, the new titles add to the growing list of
Pulitzer Prize Winning plays currently available to actors and
theaters for use in memorizing lines and mounting future
theatrical productions.
WATER BY THE SPOONFUL
Celebrated playwright Quiara Alegría Hudes is the winner of
the 2012 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and the 2008 Tony Award
for Best Musical for IN THE HEIGHTS. Her new play,
WATER BY THE SPOONFUL is set somewhere in
Philadelphia, where Elliot has returned from Iraq and is
struggling to find his place in the world. Somewhere in a chat
room, recovering addicts keep each other alive, hour by hour,
day by day. The boundaries of family and community are
stretched across continents and cyberspace as birth families
splinter and online families collide. Pulitzer Prize winner
WATER BY THE SPOONFUL is a heartfelt meditation on
lives on the brink of redemption.
"A complete and satisfying work... This is a very funny, warm,
and, yes, uplifting play with characters that are vivid, vital, and
who stay with you long after the play is over."
– The Hartford Courant

“We are pleased to add
the plays of these two
Pulitzer Prize winners
to our growing
collection of e-Scripts”

- J. Kevin Smith,
STOREFRONT CHURCH
Owner
STOREFRONT CHURCH is the new play from John Patrick
MyTheaterApps.com
Shanely, winner of the 2005 Pulitzer Prize for DOUBT: A
PARABLE and the 1987 Academy Award for Best Original Screenplay for MOONSTRUCK.
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When a Bronx Borough President is forced by the mortgage crisis into a confrontation with a
local minister, the question they confront is one that faces us all: What is the relationship
between spiritual experience and social action?
“Mr. Shanley's intense engagement with questions of religion and ethics… remains distinctive
and invigorating...some of Mr. Shanley's sharpest comic writing in years."
– NY Times
These new e-Script titles, and eleven others, are now available on the Scene Partner WebStore
for only $9.99 each.
About MyTheaterApps.com:
MyTheaterApps.com is the developer of Scene Partner, an award-winning App for the iPhone,
iPad and iPod Touch that helps actors learn their lines using their own scripts or by choosing
from a growing collection of Publisher e-Scripts—the authorized Acting Editions designed
specifically for use with Scene Partner. MyTheaterApps.com has e-Script agreements with
Samuel French Inc., Dramatists Play Service and Music Theatre International. Scene Partner
merges text-to-speech software from the Acapela Group, voice recording and advanced
algorithms to provide a unique and innovative tool for actors. At its launch Apple listed Scene
Partner as "New and Noteworthy" on the home page of the App Store. Scene Partner has won
multiple awards for design excellence and a 2011 Gold CQIA Innovation Prize.
Scene Partner has been featured in Variety, BACKSTAGE, Wall Street Journal Online, Stage
Directions, Stage Magazine, SETC News and DRAMATICS Magazine.
PHOTOS AVAILABLE
Contact:
J. Kevin Smith
P.O. Box 2802
Westport, CT 06851
Phone 203-803-4292
www.ScenePartnerApp.com
jkevin.smith@mytheaterapps.com
A media kit is available at https://www.ScenePartnerApp.com/ScenePartnerMediaKit.pdf
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